
STUDIO SIMPLE

For  years,  design  duo  Ann  Vereecken  and  Jeroen  Worst  have  been  
creating  interior  concepts   for   a   multitude   of   clients.   And   for   almost   
every   concept,   they   crafted   complementary objects by hand to give them 
their very own personal touch. When some of these objects found their way to 
Serax in 2013, the wheels were set in motion. Under the name Studio Simple 
- a name that perfectly reflects the duo’s philosophy of creating simple, yet 
strong, everyday objects that are both logical and beautiful in a timeless way 
- they have brought to life an ever growing accessory and lighting collection. 
Never losing track  of  the  main  ingredient,  ‘simplicity’,  and  using  mostly  
local  resources,  Ann  works her magic on the aesthetics, while Jeroen mainly 
focusses on the practical and technical aspects. Together, and with a smooth 
natural flow, they make simplicity and minimalism liveable, warm and cosy.
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STUDIO SIMPLE
Simple Plate

Ann Vereecken and Jeroen Worst, the duo behind Studio 
Simple, possess the gift of highlighting everyday beauty 
through   almost   obvious   objects,   adding   something   
special to daily habits. Two cake stands have been added 
to  an  ever-growing  list  of  daily  use  objects  designed  
for  Serax,  made  of  concrete.  “We  love  to  bake  and  eat.  
Presenting homemade food in a good way is at least as 

important to us as the taste. We ‘d like to think the taste 
becomes even better on our Simple Plates! “ Ann laughs.
The concrete grey cake stands look good on every table 
and in every kitchen, where sharing food and aesthetics 
help  to  create  good  vibes.  In  combination  with  the  
wooden Dunes plates, the purity of the material comes into 
its own even more.
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Concrete
Finish: none

Grey

Cake Stand

B7222002  D26 H5 cm - D10 1/4 H2 inch
B7222003  D33 H7 cm - D13 H2 3/4 inch

This item is made of concrete that has not been sealed, on purpose, 
to emphasize the natural material. To prevent stains on the surface, 
we recommend not to place food directly on the platter.

Cardboard box with sticker.
Volume & dimensions of the complete range available upon request.

Food Safe: No
Tableware
Microwave Proof: No
Dishwasher Proof: No
Oven Proof: No
Salamander Proof: No
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STUDIO SIMPLE
Simple Plate


